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1500 word Synopsis attached to this form and to include reference to the following:

• Current practice and research in a relevant field of study [Why?]
• Outline of ideas and/or creative intentions [What?]
• Analysis of proposal methodology [How?]
• Proposed format and method of communication [Where?]

• Assessment Requirements
• Intended Outcomes
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Working title: A Matrix of growth and destruction

“Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”
George Santayana, The Life of Reason, Volume 1, 1905

Idea
An animated evolution of growth and destruction – a complex apparatus depicting the repeating cycle of 
birth, growth, destruction and transience.

Synopsis
The aimed visual outcome is an enthralling visualisation of human expansion by occupying space and filling/
emptying the screen with the help of a variety of expanding and diminishing layers. An additional thrilling 
element are all the little details and aspects to explore and investigate within the animation, a clockwork-like 
machinery with interconnected fragments and elements.
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Approach
While developing and conceiving this concept, I collected and wrote out several thoughts and ideas for 
projects and tasks that were interesting and challenging for me to realise in general. Within this process I 
thought about possible projects not only from a conceptual, but also a visual point of view, and by this, I 
found out that there are a couple of overall topics, visual styles and fields of interest, that I want to explore 
and research in depth. And by this the final MA Unit will be the visual and tangible outcome or aggregation of 
these art- and design-related fields – transferred with my own creative way of approaching a task like that.

Background
Looking back at my career as a student and as a professional so far, I would say that I am an experienced 
graphic- and motion-designer. That is why I was and still am looking for projects within this self-negotiated 
course that are challenging, intensive and demanding on the one hand. As a skilled designer I am used to 
solve problems and difficult tasks within my creative field – and I like challenges like that. On the other hand 
I want to use this course for being independent, for being creative and artistic without a client’s need or a 
commercial demand that limits my creativity. 

The Industrial Palace
By this, I already used the first part of this course to realise an ambitious project – the Industrial Place 
Project – that I wanted to do for a long time, without the possibility to achieve this goal as I had no time for 
myself as a professionally working freelance graphic- and motion-designer. So, while working on this first 
project of the Digital Arts Course (Units: MSN1 + MDA1, MDA2 & MDA3) I had the possibility to develop, 
supervise, organise and finally produce a whole project on my own together with collaborative partners 
and the support from my teachers and tutors. Using my skills as a designer, I started to explore different 
ways of creating an animated visualisation of an existing poster, bringing life into a depiction of the human 
body as a machine and factory.

In addition to that, this complex animated matrix was not only planned as an animation, but as a physical 
and tactile object, an installation-based machinery for an audience to interact with. By this, I already had to 
consider contextual and spatial questions referring to the field of interaction (interactivity & usability) and 
space (installation & publication) within this first part of the course.

Fields of Interest

Information & design
Stylistic simplification and
graphical explanation

Gerd Arntz

Space & expansion
Visual complexity and
joined networks

Eduardo PaolozziGerald Murphy

Time & transience
Animated processes and
interlinked sequences

Why? [Current practice and research in a relevant field of study]
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Reasons
Referring to the three main visual fields of interest (mentioned on the previous page), I have developed a 
special interest in simplifying complicated structures, making them traceable and comprehensible with the 
help of the tools of visual communication and animation. And therefore, the idea of bringing life into a 
complex and interdigitating structure that I am going to set up within this Proposal, is such a difficult but 
exciting task. By creating and building an animated, interlinked and connected matrix with a variety of 
contextual and visual layers that mesh and grow together, I will definitely face an interesting and hopefully 
thrilling challenge.

In addition to that, I tend to create my own visual language for this project, an eclectic conglomeration 
based on a variety of inspirations and my personal way of recreating a virtual environment: 
It is the combination and visual translation of information, history and development with the result of 
a visually interesting animated process. Within the period of time during this film, within the sequence 
between a beginning point and the last frame, there will be a varying potential of action and movement, 
an evolution of the graphic elements, an additional creative dimension that I can explore, shape and edit. 
This is fascinating to me and a main motivation for this project.
 
Of course, there are also technical reasons for me to choose a task like that: I want to improve my skills 
not only concerning the software, but also by considering the space and the context where and how I can 
publish my work. This will be an essential part of this project as well and I aim to find an adequate way of 
placing and showing the final outcome.

Next page: Results of research 



STYLE
Visual Research

Peter Kuper
Class warfare in the big city

Concrete Poetry
Type patterns

Macrocosm & Microcosm

Social pyramids
Visual hierarchical systems

leftchannel Studios
blissful

The Black’s Dog Progress
Stephen Irwin

Bendito Machine
Jossie Malis, Zumbakamera

Jane & Louise Wilson
Projections & Space

Cildo Meireles
Babel 2001

Tower of Babel

Hendrik Dorgathen
...

Michel Gagné
...

Giovanni Battista Piranesi 
Architectural Fantasies

Matt Mullican
World! Information! Architecture.

Lionni Pippo
An abrupt and minimal universe

Julian Opie
A reductive formal language...

Lars Arrhenius
...the world goes on

The language of comics
Word and Image

Eric Drooker, Peter Kuper,
Chris Ware ...

Bruce Nauman
...

Inner & Outer Space
Time, duration, space

Juli Gudehus
Genesis - The creation

The machine age
Word and Image

Louis Lozowick, Hugh Ferriss,
Charles Sheeler ...

ACTION
Animated Examples

CONTEXT
Space & Positioning

SUBSTANCE
Form & Content

Map of surveillance
An interactive mobile intallation

Visual Typography

Animation

Zoom In & Out

Levels of the cosmos

Social & Political Design

Political & Social Order

Simplified Style

Stylised Animation

Flipbooks

Animated storytelling

Simplification

Flash

Pictograms

Interactivity

Animation

Critical Statement

Inhabiting Space

Spatial Narratives

Historical Background

...to be continued

Media & Installation

Critical Statement

Graphic Novels

Social Awareness

Illustration

Animation

Pictoral Simplification

Animation

Inhabiting Space

Pictoral Language

Virtual City

Categorizing Experience

Pictograms

Pictoral Space

Pictoral Simplification

Installation

Space

Architecture & Art

Video Installation

Visual Communication

Philosphy 

Graphic Novels

Pictorial Vocabulary

Architecture
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What? [Outline of ideas and/or creative intentions]

A growing and expanding metropolis is the main animated structure, the basic framework of development 
within this concept. Several urban, industrial and social levels grow up, emerge from the ground reaching for 
the stars, using the resources from the earth below. ...
So, concerning the storyline in general, there will be a period of time where all the different layers form and 
develop, a long but evolving and continuing buildup.
This evolution of growth and expansion will come to an end, a holdup after reaching the top layers, a first 
breakpoint after all the movement and agility. And this part of the process is not only a steadying one, not 
only a break, but the feeling that the growth has come to an end, the moratorium of progression already 
implies the upcoming, inevitable downfall – The calm before the storm.
The destruction begins... Buildings start to dissolve, bridges fall in and factories explode. The different houses 
collapse and the remaining steal framework starts to rot and decompose. 
The destruction after the total exhaustion of life and resources: What remains is deserted land.

Storyline & possible levels of content

 Step 01 | Buildup, progress of evolution, development, expansion 

1 Geology | The starting point: Nature. A landscape. Some trees, clouds in the sky. You can see a kind 
of profile of the ground with different layers of resources and terrestrial elements (earth, minerals, oil, dust, 
water, ...).
• The genesis of the earth: Formation of the different layers of earth.
• The buildup of resources and elements...
• Biology and meteorology: Growing plants and trees, rain, snow, sun...
VISUAL RESEARCH Earth cut visuals, Patterns = Simplified structures
CLOSE-UP Chemical processes, analysis of the ground
QUESTION Do I only want to focus on the evolution of civilisation and human history or also on the whole 
ecological development?

2 Industry | Machines & applications: 
Starting with a rising of small houses and a first series of small factories with pipes infiltrating the top layer of 
the ground – a starting point within the human evolution.
Step by step, more factory-buildings arise with large smoke pipes, enormous gears and huge pumps. 
A variety of pipes and tunnels are entering deeper layers of the profile – it is the age of machines and 
technology.
• The engine of mobility
• An evolution of industrial development and change
• History of technology: Machines, Factories, Smoke pipes...
• Exploitation of resources
• Pipe-networks - pervading the ground.
VISUAL RESEARCH Machines, animated working processes, gears and pumping systems
CLOSE-UP Hard working men in the dark and steamy factories, shovelling coal into huge ovens.

3 Living | Social levels & classes: Houses and flats emerge on top of the basement of the machines. 
Streets, bridges, arcs and other linking elements connect the different parts.
• Civil life: Houses, villages, cities, streets, churches
• Appearance of social and political structures
• Differing classes and levels
• The city grows and grows, becomes bigger and bigger.
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VISUAL RESEARCH Architectural visuals, flats and buildings that can represent the idea of a living space and 
urban background, traffic and mobility
CLOSE-UP Civil life, families, working people travelling through the city (escalators, lifts, cars, ...)

4 Communication | Networking & Mobility
• An ideology of spreading connections & communication
• Technology of information and networking
• Flow of data and information
VISUAL RESEARCH How can I visualise this idea? Typography? Frequencies, signals and diagrams? 
CLOSE-UP Talking people, Sending mails (visualised with icons), Energy

5 Expansion
• Wealth & Luxury
• Consume, marketing, labeling
VISUAL RESEARCH How can I visualise this idea? Futuristic and rich architecture? Abstract elements like 
money? Excessive and massive constructions 
CLOSE-UP Champagne, Party, Exuberance, Bacchanal

Step 02 | Holdup after reaching the top: The calm before the storm 

The machinery runs. The point of culmination has been accomplished:

6 Megalomania
• Infinite expansion and extension
• Hubris, Megalomania, Madness
• Limits of growth and progress
VISUAL RESEARCH (...)
CLOSE-UP (...)
QUESTION Imperialism, war and destruction

 Step 03 | Downfall: The destruction 

Catastrophe, collapse, disaster:

7 Apocalypse
• After a while the first (old) buildings start to dissolve.
• The resources in the ground are completely exhausted.
• A steal framework of the collapsing houses remains, but starts to rot and decompose step by step.
• Bridges fall in and factories explode.
• The destruction after the total exhaustion of life and resources: What remains is deserted land.
VISUAL RESEARCH Destruction, explosions, collapse, fall down, fire
CLOSE-UP Braking constructions, running people, escape stairs and exit signs

 Step 04 | Reanimation 

8 Repetition & continuity
• Step by step, plants begin to grow again, the resources are rebuilt and the landscape begins to become 
reanimated... It starts again. = 1
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This document is not only a proposal, a description of what I want to achieve and realise within this Unit, 
but also a kind of handbook, a construction kit with several decisions and questions that will help me when I 
start to produce the final outcome. That is why I will answer the question of the analytic methodology of this 
document, by introducing a couple of visual and contextual thoughts and concepts for the project.

The question of how to realise this project is not answered yet in an elaborated way. But nevertheless there 
are lots of ideas and possible ways of fulfilling my aim and within the first steps of the process of production, 
I think that the questionable topics will be answered.

Style
In general, I want to create this complex structure in a rather simplified and stylised way: Using clear shapes 
and reduced elements. An additional step could be to reduce the colours, so that the final animation is more 
or less de-saturated to a minimum of colours and structures, possibly even diminished to the most intense 
and abstract contrast of black and white – similar to an iconic language or pictorial language.

My personal style, my way of creating work, could be described as an eclectic one: I like to absorb and be 
influenced by visual worlds and creative frameworks from other artists to translate, transfer and re-interpret 
their ideas and visuals with the help of my own skills and within my creative bodywork. The result will 
be a collage, a conglomeration, an assemblage of different forms, thus creating a new whole. By this, all 
the references and stylistic results of my research and documentation that can be found on my blog will 
definitely influence and form the final shape of the outcome.

Concerning the animation of the different parts of progress 
and development and destruction, I think that the use of 
techniques like time lapse, speeding up and down the motion 
of construction and deconstruction could be a helpful element.

Storytelling
While reading a book about the language of comics and the 
way of combining word and image within a graphic novel, I 
developed an additional idea for the visualisation of content in 
this project. Instead of creating “just“ an expanding structure 
on its own, I think it could be thrilling and also helpful to use 
panels and frames within the bodywork of the animation. Like 
scaled windows or close-ups, separated on the one hand but 
integrated in the whole apparatus on the other hand, I will 
have the possibility to focus on details and side-stories. The 
idea is to create an additional layer of content with the help 
of this story-within-a-story-technique, a puzzle-like way of 
storytelling by connecting separated elements. Furthermore, 
in contrast to even the abstract and broad shape of a city in 
the background, I can use this framework of the foreground to 
focus on the social and interpersonal level of communication, 
emotional relations and connections.

Although this idea using focused frames to zoom-in into special parts of the animation, can be placed and 
arranged rather randomly and all over the place, there will be a second additional aspect to be considered:

By deciding where and how to show close-ups, I can direct the audience. I am in the position of controlling 
and affecting the direction and perception of reading my work a free and flexible way.

Graphic enunciation
The precision within the animation

How? [Analysis of proposal methodology]
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Microcosm – Macrocosm (Visual Layers)
The idea of additional frames is probably 
answering the question of how to create a 
narrative structure for this work and how to 
set up a contextual framework. I can use the 
projection, the screens or wall(s) of display 
as a kind of microscope and macroscope 
– bringing topics or contextual elements 
into focus, enlarging the scale if necessary, 
directing the audience and by this telling a story.
By this, the animated matrix is divided into two different, but of course interlinked layers:

Layer 1 // MACROCOSM: Layer 1 can be called the background layer. 
It is the growing tower and machinery that is a kind of fundamental 
basement for the structure. This animated matrix is depicting the 
expanding framework containing buildings, machines – the main 
architecture of the complex.

Layer 2 // MICROCOSM: Layer 2 consists of 
the separated frames, the panel-like structure. 
Within this framework I can tell additional 
stories, I can depict a closer look on what 
happens inside the whole apparatus.

Open questions for Layer 2: Do I want 
to tell a single story from frame to frame, 
several stories at the same time or just depict 
interesting and closer visual impressions of 
what is happening inside?

The idea for this approach is not only to depict a matrix of growth and destruction from a fixed point of 
view, but to play with the way of focusing on the variety of content and of framing the view. Starting with 
an overview for example of the growing cityscape, I will have the possibility to zoom in at some point, having 
a closer look at a special part of the machinery, a particular segment or story that can be explained in a more 
explicit way. By this I will act not only as the animator or director, but also as a kind of virtual camera man, as 
a visual controller that navigates the animated matrix.

According to the idea of micro- and macrocosm, an additional, visually interesting approach within this 
concept would be to create a kind of particle-based world. Starting with a single electron for example, a tiny 
particle, I can begin to focus more and more on this basic molecule - depicting a whole new universe within 
this matrix. As a result of this, the whole film could easily be joined as a looping sequence with the single 
dot, the particle as a starting and ending point.

_ Luxury

_ Commerce

_ Houses
_ Traffic

_ Machines

_ Resources
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Alternative screenings with (back)projections

Context & Space
The basic idea for this project is to create a growing structure, an expanding animated complex. One of my first 
ideas or you can say visual inspirations was the image of the Tower of Babel – not as a religious metaphor but 
as a huge growing architectural matrix communicating the human attempt and disastrous failure to reach the 
stars. 
The result: Disorientation, chaos and destruction.
Concerning space and context, I aim to inhabit a space with my animated patterns. I want to fill empty 
space with a visual matrix, with a growing, expanding structure. And I think the best way for the audience to 
experience this idea of growth and destruction would be to be a part of it, to be inside this happening.
Screens and monitors are too small to create a feeling of participating in this genesis and therefore I decided 
that it would be an interesting idea for the spatial solution to create a virtual environment with the help of my 
animations. By this, the audience is surrounded by this matrix and is probably more engaged - inspired, scared, 
interested, agitated and distressed - by my installation. If possible, it would be thrilling to experience the feeling 
of growth and destruction not only from outside, but to be part of it, to be inside and surrounded by expanding 
elements.

While thinking about the ratio or field of projection, one of my first ideas was to create a tower-like complex, 
not only as an animation but also within a similar context or spatial placing. But regarding what I said before, 
I suggest to inhabit a space with a wall-like, surrounding structure. It would be a very interesting effect, if the 
audience can not only watch but also enter the growing matrix. So, that is why I will try to set up a room, a 
space or installation that is accessible and perceptible at the same time.

Question: How is it possible to inhabit space with my animated complex? How does the construction for 
the animation look like to place the films within an accessible matrix?

Question: Are there similar projects in the field of animation, graphic novels, art, design and also 
concerning an installation-based context? [Awareness of the contextualisation]

Where? [Proposed format and method of communication]
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Sound
How about sound & the acoustic surrounding? As one of my aims is to inhabit space with my work, it is 
out of question that there will be a sound-layer, an additional acoustic field that can support this idea of a 
spatial solution. The visual depiction of a growing and arising city, the rotating gears and running machines, 
as well as the disastrous cycle of destruction in the end, all these parts need a strong layer of sound. And as 
sound happens in space, this additional element will affect the surrounding and my idea of a growing and 
spreading matrix.

Open question: Who will make the sound-design for me?

As I am not a sound-designer and this task will be challenging and rather demanding, I suggest to find a 
collaborative partner for the sound-design again. I already talked about this idea with David Indge, who 
created the sound-scape for the Industrial Palace and so far, he would be interested in helping me.
Nevertheless, I have to think about this part of the project in depth anyway, especially referring to the next 
question about the nature of the sound:

Open question: What kind of sound supports my visual ideas and what is the sound going to be like?
Is it only a layer of effects and background for the images or is it possible to evoke a spatialised and 
autonomous working elements as well?

Audience
In addition to that, I tried to answer some of the main questions concerning the audience. 

Where does the work go?
So far, this project is planned as an installation, a screening with the help of several projections. By this I 
think that the first place for this work to go would be a museum, gallery or media-related festival. As this 
animation is going to be based on a kind of social-political or scientific framework, I could imagine that there 
is an interest for an institution from a similar background as well.

What does it do?
The growth and development of the human culture with all the different aspects and layers is something 
about us and our way of life. The outcome of this project will be a depiction, an illustration and animation to 
be explored and discovered by the audience.

Who is the work for and what role does the audience/viewer take?
As the story for this film is based on a quite general idea of depicting an evolutionary cycle of mankind and 
its growth, I think it is quite difficult to describe or announce a special target group or target audience for this 
project.
For me, the audience will slip into the role of an observer, a spectator or an explorer. People should be 
interested in watching a part of this cycle and progressing animation, waiting for new developments and 
contextual changes.

This work will be a visualisation of an evolutionary and disastrous process, but it does not contain any 
proposal of a solution, any wagging finger or moral sermon. It encourages the audience to think about 
topics like humanity, evolution and destruction.

What do you want people to take from the work?
By this, I will assign the task to myself to create a thrilling and absorbing animation that is rich in content and 
visual attractiveness. And as I am partly depicting the history of human growth and catastrophe, there will be 
a possibility of self-reflection, being confronted with your own way of life and living as part of the depicted 
machinery.
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Set of questions

Style & Visual Communication
Is the visual outcome, the stylistic approach suitable for the written out aims and by this successful?

Animation
How fluent, smooth and successful are the animated sequences?
Is the idea of growth and destruction traceable within the animation?

Content and storyline
Is the story comprehensible? Is it intriguing and catching the audience’s attention?

Sound-Design
A general statement about the production of sound: Does sound support the image and the spatial situation?

Publication
Does the placing of the installation fit to the aimed outcome of the project?

Usability
Is the final output as an autarkic installation understandable and usable? Do you want to enter and rest 
within the artificial space to watch the animated genesis?

Assessment Requirements

Intended Outcomes

The aimed visual outcome is an enthralling visualisation of human expansion, growth and destruction.
With the help of projections, depicting a variety of expanding and diminishing layers, I want to create a 
spatial environment for the audience to experience the genesis of shapes and forms. By occupying space and 
filling/emptying the space, I aim to inhabit space with my work.
An additional thrilling element for this animated matrix are all the little details and aspects to explore and 
investigate within the animation, a clockwork-like machinery with interconnected fragments and elements.

[based on the Synopsis from the first page of the Proposal]
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